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1:00 – 1:05 p.m. … Welcome – Greg Benefield, Marsh US Food & Beverage Segment Leader

1:05 – 1:10 p.m. … Industry Update - Jeffrey Alpaugh, Marsh US and Canada Growth and Industry Leader

1:10 – 1:35 p.m. … Best Practices Presentation – Lone Jespersen, Principal of Cultivate

1:35 – 2:00 p.m. … Fireside Chat – A discussion between David Schwartzenfeld & Reid Sawyer on overall resiliency 

challenges companies are facing 

2:00 – 2:25 p.m. … Panel Discussion – 2021 experiences and top priorities/issues. Gordon Mandt, Corporate Risk 

Manager at Odom Corp, Laura Birk, Head of HR at Barilla America, and Scott Taylor, Corporate Treasurer at Tree 

Top, Inc.

2:25 – 2:55 p.m. … Market Insights

• 2:25 – 2:35 p.m. … Casualty Insurance – Jesse Paulson, Marsh

• 2:35 – 2:45 p.m. … Property Insurance – Mike Rouse, Marsh

• 2:45 – 2:55 p.m. … Cyber Insurance – Payal Patel, Marsh

2:55 – 3:00 p.m. … Q&A and Close

Today’s Agenda
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Jodie DeVries, Managing Director

Marsh 

Jodie.DeVries@marsh.com

David Schwartzenfeld, Managing Director
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Reid Sawyer, Managing Director
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Michael Rouse, Managing Director
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PULSE – Activate the Voice of your Frontline

Cultivate SA

• Build Understanding

• Leadership workshops

• Position Papers, Standards

• Measure and Nudge

• Assessments

• Pulse

• Change and Sustain

• Tools

• Reviews



Clients and Partners
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Safer Food … Together
Food safety is personal, regulatory changes, industry co-creation





Regulators



Source: Presentation reference list

2012

FSA Toolkit 1.0

2018

CFIA Safe Food For 
Canadians and Risk 
Characterization

2019

FSANZ Grassroots 
work with website 
and newsletter

2020

FDA New Era of 
Smarter Food 
Safety

2020

DFSV Dairy Reg 
Tech

2020

FSAI Strategic goals

2021

FSA Toolkit 2.0

2020

Codex General 
principles of food 
hygiene

2021

EC No 852/2004

Regulators and food safety culture



FAO – Codex and EC 852

Management Commitment to Food Safety 

• leadership to set the right direction and to engage all personnel in food safety practices; 

• awareness of the importance of food hygiene by all personnel in the food business; 

• open and clear communication among all personnel in the food business, including communication of 
deviations and expectations; and 

• the availability of sufficient resources to ensure the effective functioning of the food hygiene system. 

• ensuring that roles, responsibilities, and authorities are clearly communicated in the food business; 

• maintaining the integrity of the food hygiene system when changes are planned and implemented; 

• verifying that controls are carried out and working and that documentation is up to date; 

• ensuring that the appropriate training and supervision are in place for personnel; 

• ensuring compliance with relevant regulatory requirements; and 

• encouraging continual improvement.

Source: FAO, April 2020
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Industry co-creating



• A Culture of Food Safety

• Kicked off Jan. 2016

• 37 global industry practitioners 
from all parts of the food supply 
chain

GFSI Technical Working Group



• Define food safety culture

• Outline terms of references for food safety culture 
segmented through five scientifically defined 
dimensions

• Published April 2018 

Deliverables



Defining food safety culture

‘A company’s food safety culture is the shared 
values, norms, and beliefs that affect 
mindsets and behaviours toward food safety 
in, across, and throughout the company.’
(GFSI, 2018)

Source: www.mygfsi.com 
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What have we learned?
Common language, focus on wins and weaknesses, what are others doing?



Culture dimensions

Source: Jespersen, L., Griffiths, M., & Wallace, C. A. (2017). Comparative analysis of existing food safety culture evaluation systems. Food Control, 79, 371-379. 



PULSE – Activate the Voice of your Frontline

The organization relies 

on frontline teams to 

manage existing risks 

and to identify new 

ones through peer 

observations.

Risks are understood 

and continually 

challenged by a cross-

functional 

team through planned 

risk management.

The organization relies 

mostly on external 

sources and inspections 

to understand and act 

on its risks and doesn’t 

identify risks internally.

Maturing risk and hazard awareness

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5

Understanding and 

reducing risks are 

an integral part of 

the organization’s 

continuous 

improvement 

efforts.

Actions to manage risks 

are mostly taken in 

response to external 

audits or inspections 

and internal 

identification is 

sometimes incorrect.

Source: “Path to financial gain through food safety culture maturity” Lone Jespersen, 2019
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Global Food Safety Culture Dashboard



PULSE – Activate the Voice of your Frontline

21%
Strongest in leadership messaging 
(n=106).

Source: Cultivate food safety assessments 2013-2021 (n=106)



PULSE – Activate the Voice of your Frontline

Top 
Strengths

Leadership 
Messaging 

E.g., leaders will 
stop the line 
instead of making 
unsafe food

Learning 
E.g., management 
makes sure I know 
food safety rules

Company 
Commitment 

E.g., asking 
questions to better 
understand what I 
do for food safety

Documents 

E.g., I have the 
food safety 
procedure for my 
area



Group Learning
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Rhythm and Habits

•QuarterlyCEO

•MonthlyLeadership

•WeeklyManagers

•DailySupervisors

One Point Lesson 

Rollup Door

OPL – Rollup Door

1. ACTION:
-Ensure all roll up doors are closed before 
end of shift. 

2. WHY? 
-Closed roll up door keeps insect and pests 
from coming in warehouses.
-GMP requirement.
-Must and have ownership of your area. 



PULSE – Activate the Voice of your Frontline

76%
Weakest in managing food safety 
changes(n=106).

Source: Cultivate food safety assessments 2013-2021 (n=106)



PULSE – Activate the Voice of your Frontline

Top 
Weaknesses

Change 
Management

E.g., involvement of 
individuals in food 
safety changes

Recognition E.g., recognition for 
food safety actions

Problem Solving
E.g., involvement in 
solving food safety 
problems

Data
E.g., sharing how I 
perform based on 
food safety data



Team behaviours

Dimension Tactic EM Target Behaviours

Mission and 

values

 Integrate EM into 

company/plant/business 

strategic and operational 

cycle.

Leaders of all functions integrate food 

safety and EM messages in their part of the  

communication rhythm. 

People  Multidisciplinary team All EM insights – good and bad - are 

investigated by teams of from multiple 

functions.

Adaptability  Carrot vs. the stick Team leaders use indicator sites and 

positive consequences (e.g., reward 

findings) resulting in problem prevention 

and continuous improvement builds trust in 

the food safety process.

Consistency  Insights driven by EM data EM data are integrated into the company BI 

solution and insights discussed from board 

room to frontline.

Risks and hazards  EM pictures and stories Technical team members generate ongoing 

messages and stories for others to use in 

team member onboarding and 

engagement. 

Cultural dimensions and EMP (extract from chapter 7 “Driving meaningful change in your organization through culture 
and environmental monitoring.

Source: 3M Environmental Monitoring Handbook, 2019. Go to www.3M.com/Environmental Monitoring for environmental monitoring education

http://www.3m.com/Environmental


All eyes on food safety



PULSE – Activate the Voice of your Frontline

03
Mind the gap
FSQA professionals vs. Sr. Leaders vs. Frontline



PULSE – Activate the Voice of your Frontline

52% 
Food safety leaders and 

managers estimate food safety 

maturity 52% more mature than 

their colleagues in 

manufacturing and support 

functions. 

Source: Cultivate food safety assessments 2013-2021 (n=106)



Sr. Leader and Frontline gap

Source: DMI-Cultivate Dairy Culture Program, 2021 (n=53)



PULSE – Activate the Voice of your Frontline

Self and Leader gap

Individuals rate their own behaviours more 
mature (81%) than that of their leaders 
(61%) 

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

Weaknesses Strengths

Self Leader

Source: DTI HACCP Erfa group survey June 2021 (n=86)



In closing…
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Bindi and Sue



PULSE – Activate the Voice of your Frontline

Thank you

Lone Jespersen, PhD

lone@cultivatefoodsafety.com
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Fireside Chat

David Schwartzenfeld & Reid Sawyer on overall 
resiliency challenges
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Panel Discussion

Jodie DeVries – Marsh, Managing Director Panel Moderator

Gordon Mandt, Corporate Risk Manager at Odom Corp 
Laura Birk, head of HR at Barilla America 
Scott Taylor, Corporate Treasurer at Tree Top, Inc.
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Market Insights
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Excess Casualty

Jesse Paulson, Managing Director
Marsh
Excess Casualty Leader
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Capacity

Excess Casualty Market Update
Food & Beverage - September, 2021

Cost fluctuation by market segment Food & Beverage Hot Topics

PurchaseCoverageCost

Capacity has continued to stabilize in 

2021, with some exceptions, via the 

addition of new markets, expansion of 

certain markets into the US as well as 

certain legacy markets beginning to 

use increased line sizes as 

differentiators. 

Anticipate continued rate pressure in 

2021, although generally to a lesser 

extent than in 2020. This improvement 

in conditions can be credited to 

increased competition across various 

industries, the push across various 

insurers to write new Primary casualty  

business and improvements in 

program stability where significant 

restructuring has taken place. 

While insurers continue to push 

variations on COVID-19 language, 

more insurers are willing to differentiate 

certain risks based on industry and 

specific client protocols. Where 

exposures exist, prepare for questions 

related to PFAS, Nitrosamines, Sexual 

Abuse & Molestation (SAM), etc. 

depending on industry class.

Client purchase decisions around limit 

have stabilized throughout 2021, 

following cuts in 2020. There is 

continued interest in examining costs 

for increasing limit purchase to pre-

2020 levels, largely depending on the 

cost of available capacity.

• Distribution Exposure

• HNO Exposures – Delivery

• Liquor Liability 

• Coverage

• Biological agents/organic pathogen 

• Transmissible Spongiform Encephalopathy (TSE)

• COVID-19/Communicable Disease



A business of Marsh McLennan

US Property Update

Michael Rouse, Managing Director
Marsh 
US Property Practice Leader
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US Commercial Property Average Rate change of 9.2% is 
a 590 basis point decrease over Q1 2021 

Q2 2021 US Property Portfolio Rate Monitor
US commercial property insurance prices increased 9.2% during Q2 2021 & trending towards +9.6% in Q3 2021

Composite Insurance Pricing Change by Category

CAT Non CAT $1M Premium 

or Layered
Up to $1M 

Premium & 

Single 

Carrier

Terrorism 

Take Up 
All 

Risk 

Distribution of Rate Changes

Rates increased on 78% of 

our property renewals in Q2 

with 6% experiencing flat 

and 16% being decreases.

Marsh US property portfolio has experienced, 15 consecutive quarters 
of rate increases beginning in Q4 2017:

29%
19% 12% 12% 16%

17%

12%

7% 9% 6%

54%
69%

81% 79% 78%

2018 2019 2020 Q1 21 Q2 21

Reduction No Change Increase

Note: Data as of 07/12/2021

-1%

3%

1%

-3%

-5% -5%

-2%

5%

13%

21%

15%

9%

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Q1 21 Q2 21
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Property Market Conditions
September 2021 Key Trends

Claims

• Winter Strom URI = unexpected Q1 

loss

• Attrition continues, though higher 

imposed deductibles have mitigated

• Flood, Flood, Flood!  

Capacity

• Carriers focused on portfolio growth 

• Increase appetite to deploy capacity and 

some new carriers are driving supply

• Expansion of Structured Capacity and 

Parametric solutions

• Continued scrutiny on Severe Convective 

Storm (SCS) and Wildfire on West Coast

Cost

• Overall deceleration of rate increases 

continues – approximately 1600 basis point  

drop from Q3 ‘20 to Q3 ’21

• Bifurcated market continues

• Best in class and those accounts which 

technical pricing has been achieved are 

seeing the best results

Coverage

• Non-physical damage coverage still limited

• Time Element coverage extensions still under 

scrutiny

• Continued focus on valuation

• More willingness to accept manuscript forms

• Secondary Perils – wildfire, pluvial flooding, etc. 

• Cyber and Communicable disease exclusions

Monthly Rate Changes: Q1 & Q2 2021

0%

2%

4%

6%

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

20%

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sept

Average Median

Q3 average rate increase is 

trending towards +9%

Significant Global Insured Losses 2016 to 2021 ($B)

$56B $119B

Harvey: $18.4B

Irma: $28B

Maria: $28B

$87B $61B $129B

Covid-19: $42.9B 

$30B - $60B 

??
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Property Market Conditions
Food & Beverage Industry Trends

Restaurants

• Continued focus on All Other Peril deductibles…Most carriers are pushing a minimum of $100K for restaurants

• Carriers are flocking towards white table cloth restaurants and away from fast food and fast casual restaurants. 

• Carriers are very focused on fire suppression systems (i.e. ANSUL) and kitchen oil protocols. 

• For best in class / loss free accounts, flat to low single digit rate increases are becoming the norm with rate reductions beginning to occur when 

strong competition is introduced

• Business Interruption continues to be a big focus for carriers as the economy continues to rebound – engaging a forensic accountant to help 

evaluate and prepare your BI exposure for carriers has proven to be very helpful in the placement process

Food Distribution & Processing

• Continues to be one of the more difficult or “Hard” parts of the property market - mainly driven by losses and some adverse development

• Limited carrier appetite to deploy large blocks of capacity

• Risk mitigation and coverage continues to be key focal points for carriers

• Carriers continue to focus on valuation as a big concern  

Start early, set a clear strategy and differentiate your risk
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Cyber Market Update

Payal Patel, SVP
Marsh
Northeast Zone Team Leader, Cyber Practice
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Privacy regulations are intensifying and there’s 

still a patchwork approach:

• GDPR fines are growing (~$27M BA, ~$24M Marriott, ~$41M H&M)

• CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act) and similar legislation (i.e. VA 

CDPA) allow for private rights of action and require additional compliance 

efforts

• BIPA (IL Biometric Information Privacy Act) litigation is expensive and is on 

the rise with increased use of biometric identifiers, especially for employee 

access – driving additional underwriting questions

Supply chain and systemic risk now garner more 
focus:

• Aggregation exposure a concern for underwriters

• Systemic loss – possible cyber risks:

– Common vulnerabilities – in hardware or software

– Common dependencies – vendors (such as cloud providers) and software

• Cyber events are driving increased scrutiny: SolarWinds, Accellion, 
Microsoft Exchange, & Kaseya

Ransomware attacks continue to increase 

in frequency, severity & sophistication –

impacting orgs of all sizes & industries:

Cyber Trends
Dominated by ransomware, regulations & supply chain cyber risk

Sources: Coveware Ransomware Blog & Baker Hostetler 2021 DSIR Report

44% YOY increase ~270% YOY increase

2021 ransom headlines:
~$800k average ransom payment

23 days16 days

Q2 2021Q2 2020

Average downtime:

Q2 2020

81%22%

Q2 2021

Cases with data exfiltration:

• Large insurer: $40M paid • Food manufacturer: $11M paid

• Oil pipeline: $4.4M paid • Chemical distribution:$4.4M paid 

• Infrastructure: $50M demanded • Tech hardware: $50M demanded

https://www.coveware.com/ransomware-blog
https://f.datasrvr.com/fr1/021/74237/2021_DSIR_Report.pdf
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Cyber Insurance Market Snapshot

Claims Rates Capacity & 

Attachment

Underwriting Coverage

Overall claims frequency and 

severity remains high driven 

by ransomware. Mild 

improvement in some 

categories but losses 

continue. Ransomware, 

systemic risk & regulations 

continue to drive concern.

Losses have accelerated

pricing pressure even on loss 

free accounts with good 

controls. Excess pricing is 

increasing faster than 

primary, compounding 

increases. Expect increases 

to continue into 2022. 

Claims activity and future 

uncertainty have insurers 

aggressively managing global 

capacity & increasing SIRs. 

Distressed classes & large 

towers may see capacity 

challenges. 

Full application & responses 

to ransomware Q’s are 

required; carriers using 3rd

parties to externally scan 

environments. Also expect 

inquiries on recent supply 

chain events, biometric info,

& operational technology.

Many carriers scaling back 

ransomware-related 

coverages, or not offering 

coverage if poor controls. 

More scrutiny on contingent 

business interruption 

(systemic risk) and regulatory 

cover (biometric information).

August Cyber Renewals:

21% reduced limits

17% increased limits 

62% increased SIRs
Driven by insureds minimizing 

increases & less available capacity.

+55% 
YoY Increase In Loss 
Ratios, indicating an 

industrywide underwriting 
loss for 2020

12
Key Controls & 
Best Practices 

are now viewed by 
carriers as essential  

in average BI / CBI 
waiting periods 

due to ransomware and 
supply chain attacks

August Cyber Premiums:

+113% 
average increase

+155% 
3rd quartile increase

150%+ looking forward
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Q&A
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Thank You and 
Closing Remarks

For more information on how Food and 

Beverage companies can become more 

resilient, visit our dedicated page.

https://www.marsh.com/us/industries/retail-wholesale/insights/retail-wholesale-food-beverage-business-resilience-continuity.html
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